Central Michigan University is committed to maximizing your learning. This survey provides an opportunity for you to express your opinion of this course and the way it was taught. It is your opportunity to express how this course directly affected your learning. Results of this survey will be used by the instructor, a faculty mentor, and administrators to analyze the instructor’s effectiveness in the classroom as well as the overall quality of the course.

Your comments are anonymous and cannot affect your grade. Your instructor will not receive the results until grades have been issued; and an administrator will input any written comments, so that your handwriting cannot be recognized.

Directions
1. Please fill in the instructor name, center name, course number or reference number, and the date the course ended on the data sheet provided.
2. IMPORTANT: Please refer to the Course Goals and Objectives section of your course outline to answer survey questions.
3. Please fill in the circles on the data sheet to record your answers to the survey questions.
4. Please fill out the instructor name, center name, course title or reference number, and the date the course ended on the Comment Sheet.
5. Please answer the three questions on the included Comment Sheet. It is critical that you talk about your learning rather than attaching labels, e.g., the instructor is great or bad; and that you provide enough detail to illustrate your point.
6. When completed, return the survey to the person assigned to collect these documents. Do not return any portion of this survey to the instructor.

CMU, an AA/EO institution, strongly and actively strives to increase diversity within its community.
REMINDER: Please refer to the Course Goals and Objectives section of your course outline as you rate these items.

Please use the following rating scale to answer the statements below:

1) Strongly Agree
2) Agree
3) Neither Agree Nor Disagree
4) Disagree
5) Strongly Disagree

The Instructor...

1) The instructor’s teaching helped me to learn the course material.
2) The instructor treated students in this course with respect.
3) The instructor was accessible to students during the semester.
4) The instructor organized this course well.
5) The instructor presented course material well.
6) The instructor seemed well prepared for class.
7) The instructor was enthusiastic about the subject.

Please use the following rating scale to answer the statement below:

1) Very Good
2) Good
3) Adequate
4) Poor
5) Very Poor

8) Please rate the overall effectiveness of your instructor.

General Questions:

Please use the following rating scale to answer the statements below:

1) Strongly Agree
2) Agree
3) Neither Agree Nor Disagree
4) Disagree
5) Strongly Disagree

9) Kept class discussion on task.
10) Posed questions to draw out my knowledge of the topic.
11) Encouraged classroom cooperation.
12) Challenged me intellectually.
REMINDER: Please refer to the Course Goals and Objectives section of your course outline as you rate these items.

Please use the following rating scale to answer the statements below:

13) Encouraged deep thinking such as summarizing, synthesizing, analyzing, and applying information.

14) Fairly evaluated my work.

15) Choose assessments of my knowledge (exams, quizzes, papers, or projects) which were relevant to the course learning objectives.

16) Provided feedback to help me keep track of my learning.

17) I would recommend this course to other students in my program.

Please use the following rating scale to answer the statement below:

18) What was the total number of hours you spent on activities related to this course?

Please use the following rating scale to answer the statement below:

19) Sometimes a class does not meet for all scheduled hours, for example due to a shorter class session, a cancelled session, or inclement weather. Given this class’ official meeting times, how many scheduled hours were not used?
Rate the value of items 20-29 for achieving the learning objectives for this course using the following rating scale:

1) Very high
2) High
3) Moderate
4) Low or no value
5) Did not have or use

DO NOT WRITE ON THIS FORM
RECORD YOUR ANSWERS ON DATA SHEET

20) Required Materials (textbooks, coursepacks, etc.)
21) Supplemental Materials (journal articles, Web sites, etc.)
22) A Pre-Course Assignment
23) Instructor Lectures
24) Class Discussions
25) Research Papers
26) Group Work (collaborative projects)
27) Library Services
28) Delivery Mode (8-week, 3-weekend, 1-week, etc.)
29) Learning Technology

Optional Question:
You may be asked to provide input on an optional question. If this is the case, provide your answer on the data sheet, #30, using the 5-point scale provided.